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screen--whatever was there--to wiggle our way further into the southeast section.  I
would go first. Once I knew that we had an opening on the other side of the fall so
that we didn't have to spend too much time underneath the unsupported roof, I
would signal with my light to the next team member. And he would come over the
top of the fall to the safe area where I was at. The falls here came close to the roof.
The metal screening that was in place to hold the roof up when the mine was in
normal operation was actually col? lapsed and had made sort of a caged-in ar? ea.
When you were on top of the fall you were kind of caged in. We had to take wire
cutters and cut this screen out enough to pass a man down through it.  This
continued on over three or four major falls in the southeast section. We got up in?
to the last section in the southeast. There we noticed some of the machinery was
parked there. The vinyl that was on the machinery for the seats and such was burnt
off.  We headed up into the southeast section. There we encountered another fall.
This one completely closed the tunnel off. Again, we were determined to get over it.
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539-5300, Ext. 109, 350  We started to remove some of the debris. At that point
one of my team members no? ticed what to him looked like part of a boot, and he
called to me. I went down and examined the area. What appeared to be a foot was
there. There was a roll of wire there that was normally used to keep the roof up,
which made it hard to examine the area. I had the guys cut a section of this screen
out. I crawled in through the screen. And I became aware at that time that it
actually was a foot, and that we had discovered a body.  The body was unlike any of
the other ones that we found. The body was completely to? gether- -all the body
parts were there. But they were in a condition that I had never seen before. The
only thing that I could recognize as being human were the two thigh bones and a
foot. I tried to search through the body in order to get a piece of identi? fication, so
that we could get a name on the victim. After about 15 minutes, it was
unsuccessful; I gave up trying.  At that point we had been in that heat for over two
hours. And I decided that we would head out. We started out. Some of the
passageways that we crawled through to get in, the area had been closed off with
stone. We had to dig some of these areas again, to get through them. This time the
breathing area of the machine was becoming extremely hot be? cause of the
humidity that was there. The air became uncomfort? able to breathe. Metal parts
around the facepiece of the ma? chine became extremely hot--too hot to touch. I
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rested the team periodically on the way out, so as to slow down the overheating as
much as I could.  Co-op Programs Include:  Business Technology  Computer
Information  Systems  Management  Paralegal  Marketing  Accounting  Engineering
Technology  Civil/Construction  Environmental  Mechanical  Electrical/Electronics. 
Chemical  UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF CAPE BRETON  We did manage to come out of
the area safely. And once we did, one of my team members mentioned that if we
had to go any further or over another fall that he may not have made it. We gave
our report to the coordinator at the site at that time. And again we were in?
structed to head out to surface.  At this time the four bodies that were discovered in
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